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The first excited 2� state of the unstable isotope 110Sn has been studied in safe Coulomb excitation at
2:82 MeV=u using the MINIBALL array at the REX-ISOLDE post accelerator at CERN. This is the first
measurement of the reduced transition probability of this state using this method for a neutron deficient Sn
isotope. The strength of the approach lies in the excellent peak-to-background ratio that is achieved. The
extracted reduced transition probability, B�E2 : 0� ! 2�� � 0:220� 0:022e2b2, strengthens the obser-
vation of the evolution of the B�E2� values of neutron deficient Sn isotopes that was observed recently in
intermediate-energy Coulomb excitation of 108Sn. It implies that the trend of these reduced transition
probabilities in the even-even Sn isotopes is not symmetric with respect to the midshell mass number
A � 116 as 100Sn is approached.
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Substantial interest has recently arisen in the shell
structure of atomic nuclei with only a few nucleons out-
side the double shell closure at 100Sn. As an example, a
series of experiments aiming at isotopes in this region has
been carried out using fusion-evaporation reactions in
the recent past [1]. With the advent of radioactive ion
beams these studies are now taken further using sub-barrier
and intermediate-energy Coulomb excitation [2,3]. In this
Letter we present the only sub-barrier or ‘‘safe’’ Coulomb
excitation experiment in this region to date. The study of
the reduced transition probability—the B�E2�—of the
first excited 2� state in an even-even nucleus gives a direct
handle on the collectivity of that state. It can thus be used to
measure systematic changes in the strengths of shell gaps.
The general motivation for this kind of study goes back to
our incomplete knowledge of the mechanisms that govern
shell formation and their implications for the structure of

nuclei far from stability. It is well known that a strong spin-
orbit force was introduced into the nuclear shell-model on
Fermi’s suggestion by Goeppert Mayer [4] and indepen-
dently by Haxel, Jensen, and Suess [4] to explain the
observed shell gaps. However, these papers were substan-
tially predated by the consideration of a nuclear spin-orbit
force by Inglis [5] who noted that the relativistic Thomas
term which arises as a consequence of the noncommutation
of Lorentz transformations should act also in atomic nu-
clei. This term, given by the vector product of the velocity
and acceleration of the bound nucleon, gives rise to nuclear
LS coupling, a result which can be derived from the Dirac
equation [6]. In this picture, the acceleration is propor-
tional to the derivative of the potential experienced by the
bound particle, a notion still used in mean-field approaches
today. As a consequence, the splitting of the shell gaps
becomes density dependent and may change with the
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distribution of nucleons in the nucleus. Thus, already on a
more fundamental level, changes in shell-gap structure
could occur for exotic neutron-proton combinations. It
should be added that the size of the Thomas term appeared
too small to account for the splitting suggested by
Goeppert Mayer and in a later paper Inglis conjectured
an addition to spin-orbit partner splitting from meson
exchange [7]. In a microscopic description of residual
forces in the shell model, other considerations also become
important. In particular, close to a self-conjugate shell
closure correlations will arise between neutrons and pro-
tons that occupy orbits with the same quantum numbers.
An example of this is so-called neutron-proton pairing [8].
Furthermore, as has been discussed by Otsuka et al. [9] one
expects a particularly strong interaction between neutrons
and protons occupying spin-orbit partner orbits. In this
context, the so-called monopole drift of single-particle
energies with respect to mass number becomes important
[10]. A main motivation for a study of shell evolution is
thus to see if the shell closures that are strong at stability
remain so far from stability as the distribution of nucleons
changes. This question is particularly interesting in the
self-conjugate case. Coulomb excitation of radioactive
beams at safe energies is a new and unique tool to address
this topic.

The radioactive 110Sn beam used in the experiment was
produced by bombarding a 27 g=cm2 LaCx target at
ISOLDE, CERN, with a 1.4 GeV proton beam from the
PS booster. The Sn atoms, after having diffused through the
heated target material and effused into an ionization cavity,
were ionized by a three-step laser ionization scheme
whereafter the beam was extracted and separated in the
general purpose separator of the facility. This method
provides a high degree of mass and element selectivity.
Samples were collected with the laser beams switched on
and off to identify the components of the beam. Collection
of 110Sn is possible as its half-life is 4.1 h. The � rays
emitted following � decay in the sample were measured
offline using �-spectroscopic methods. It was concluded
that Sn ions were implanted only when the laser beams
were switched on. Furthermore, surface ionized 110In was
identified as the main beam contaminant. A yield of 2:5�
108 atoms=�C of 110Sn was established from this mea-
surement. The yield of ionized contaminant 110In was 1
order of magnitude smaller. The intensity of the post-
accelerated beam was set to �106 p=s on the secondary
target. Because of the high production yield the beam
current could be measured using pico-am meters with the
lasers switched on and off, respectively. This was done at
ten different occasions during the experiment in order to
determine possible variations in beam composition. The
measurements rendered a beam purity, consistent with the
offline measurements, of 90:0� 1:4%. Decay � rays as
well as Coulomb excitation � rays from other contami-
nants than 110In were searched for in the final data set but
were not observed. As has been discussed previously [11]
the REX-ISOLDE post accelerator relies on charge breed-

ing in an electron beam ion source (EBIS) as a first step.
The charge breeder and the preceding beam cooling, ac-
complished by catching the ion bunch from the separator in
a gas-filled Penning trap, set the repetition frequency of the
beam. In this case the beam was charge bred to the 27�

charge state over an EBIS confinement time of 98 ms. The
extracted beam pulse had a duration of approximately
100 �s with a decaying exponential time profile. The
beam was accelerated to 2:82 MeV=u in the REX-
ISOLDE linac before hitting a 2 mg=cm2 and 99.9%
pure 58Ni target. Because of the characteristic inverse kine-
matics of the experiment, beam and target particles emerge
in a significantly forward-focused cone after scattering.

Coulomb excitation experiments at REX-ISOLDE use a
setup that measures the energies and angles of emitted �
rays and scattered charged particles. The secondary target
position is surrounded by a set of Ge detectors, in a close
geometry, called the MINIBALL array [12]. The Ge de-
tectors run independently using sampling ADCs with a
common clock. The setup comprises 24 high-purity Ge
crystals with a total of 144 segments. The typical photo-
peak efficiency is �10% at 1.3 MeV. A circular double
sided silicon strip detector (DSSSD) is located 30.6 mm
downstream of the target. It registers the energy and angle
of a scattered beam and/or target particle (see Fig. 1). To
remedy possible dead-time effects the trigger for the par-
ticle detector included a raw particle trigger downscaled a
factor of 26, and a � ray and charged particle coincidence
trigger. The DSSSD comprises 16 annular (front face) and
24 radial (back face) strips. It is subdivided into four
separate quadrants. The combined segmentation of the
Ge detectors and the DSSSD makes it possible to recon-
struct the kinematics of individual Coulomb excitation
events for Doppler correction. At 2:82 MeV=u the incom-
ing beam travels at �� 8% which results in a complete
broadening of the raw �-ray spectrum. The effect can be
seen in Fig. 2.
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FIG. 1. Scattered beam and target particles as detected in the
DSSSD. The upper branch corresponds to scattered 58Ni and the
lower branch to 110Sn particles, respectively. The kinematical
cuts used for the identification of beam and target particles are
also indicated in the figure.
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In this experiment we selected the beam and target such
that the kinematical difference in angle and energy of the
two can be used for particle identification (Fig. 1). The
scattered beam reaches its maximum scattering angle at
�31:8� and scattered target particles at�84:1�. All angles
in this experiment correspond to safe collisions; i.e., there
is no internuclear overlap. One can also note that the
multiple-step excitation probability, or the probability to
excite any other state than the first 2�, is negligible with
this choice of kinematics. Two features of Fig. 1 can be
commented on. First, the energy used for Doppler correc-
tion was calibrated using energy loss simulations and the
known maximum scattering angle for 110Sn. The main
effect of this improved calibration is to reduce the half-
width of the Doppler-corrected �-ray peaks. Second, the
broadening of the Sn and Ni branches in Fig. 1 is almost
entirely caused by differences in emission angle due to the
finite size of the beam spot. The two-body kinematics of
the experiment was such that every Ni ion scattered within
the angular range of the DSSSD is coincident with a beam
particle scattered between 24� and 31.8�. Thus a substan-
tial part of the data set contains 2-particle� �-ray (2p�
�) coincidences. This is advantageous as it gives a direct
correlation between the number of scattered 110Sn ions,
58Ni ions, and emitted � rays. It also provides for Doppler
correction for both particles using the energy detected in

the DSSSD. The Doppler-corrected spectra for these events
are shown in the central panel of Fig. 2. A subset of events
contains only 1-particle� �-coincidences (1p��). These
correspond either to the range for scattered beam below
24� or to events where only one hit could be uniquely
reconstructed from the DSSSD. This is, e.g., due to noise
or double hits. Note that in a true 2p event the particles
come back to back in the c.m. system and are thus detected
in opposite quadrants in the DSSSD and cannot cause
double hits. Furthermore, two-body kinematics can be
completely reconstructed by detecting one of the particles.
As seen in Fig. 2 reconstruction leads to a slightly larger
half-width. The intensities obtained in this fashion were
used to extract the B�E2� for the first 2� state in 110Sn. The
method relies on the fact that the B�E2� for the first 2� state
in 58Ni is known. The cross section for exciting target and
beam particles is proportional to the corresponding B�E2�.
The angular distribution of the cross section was calculated
for the relevant angular ranges using the code CLX [13].
Taking into account the beam purity, a small angular
correction and the �-ray detection efficiency, the B�E2�
for the first 2� state in 110Sn was determined to be B�E2� �
0:220� 0:022e2b2 (see Table I). The method and the
proof-of-principle have been described in Refs. [14,15].
The new result (see Fig. 3) corroborates the published
result from intermediate-energy Coulomb excitation of
108Sn [2]. The two results imply that the first 2� states in
the even-even neutron deficient Sn isotopes retain a rela-
tively large part of collectivity compared to the neutron
rich isotopes. These states have a constant energy of
�1200 keV which has been explained from the seniority
scheme. We note that a recent safe Coulomb excitation
measurement for 114Sn at GSI has reduced the error bar of
the B�E2� for that 2� state to same range as for 116Sn but
that a shift towards a higher B�E2� remains [16]. In the
following, we compare the measured B�E2� value in 110Sn
to the results of two large-scale shell-model calculations
(see Ref. [2] ). As a starting point, note that the 1d5=2 and
0g7=2 orbits are neutron valence orbits from 114Sn towards
100Sn. The main proton valence orbit is 0g9=2. The calcu-
lations, carried out by the Oslo and Strasbourg groups, used
effective interactions defined for two different cores,
namely 100Sn and 90Zr, but using the same nucleon-
nucleon interaction. Details on how to derive the effective

 

FIG. 2. Single and particle-� coincindence �-ray spectra be-
fore Doppler correction (top panels). Doppler-corrected �-ray
spectra for 2-particle �-ray coincident events (central panel) and
the corresponding Doppler-corrected �-ray spectra for the sum
of 2-particle and 1-particle reconstructed events for 110Sn and
58Ni (bottom panel). See text for detailed discussion.

TABLE I. The second and third rows give the intensities for
the Doppler-corrected Coulomb excitation peaks of 58Ni and
110Sn from the sum of hits per bin with corresponding back-
ground subtraction and from fitting a Gaussian with linear
background. The last row gives the B�E2; 0� ! 2�� in e2b2

for 110Sn using these numbers, respectively.

Energy (keV) Bin area Fitted area
58Ni 1454.4 237� 15 222� 15
110Sn 1211.9 579� 24 588� 24
B�E2�e2b2 0:220� 0:022 0:238� 0:024
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interactions are given in [17]. The 90Zr case includes
protons in the 1d5=2, 0g7=2, 0g9=2, 1d3=2, and 2s1=2 and
neutrons in the 1d5=2, 0g7=2, 1d3=2, 2s1=2, and 0h11=2 single-
particle orbits. For a 100Sn core, neutrons confined to the
1d5=2, 0g7=2, 1d3=2, 2s1=2, and 0h11=2 single-particle orbits
define the shell-model space. In the calculation of the
B�E2� systematics, an effective neutron charge of 0:5e
and proton charge 1:5e were used for the 90Zr core while
an effective neutron charge of 1:0e was used for the 100Sn
case. The results are displayed in Fig. 3. In the case of a
100Sn core, the experimental B�E2� values are reproduced
for all isotopes down to 116Sn. Starting with 114Sn, the
theoretical results display the expected parabolic behavior
but are at askance with the experimental result for 110Sn
and the result for 108Sn [2]. Similar results have emerged
for 110;108;106Sn [3] from intermediate-energy experiments
during the preparation of this Letter. To reproduce the
experimental values one needs a larger effective charge.
Furthermore, the experimental values seem to deviate from
a good seniority picture for the lighter Sn isotopes. The
transition rates are almost independent of the mass number
A. Thus the effective charges for the lighter Sn isotopes
show stronger renormalization effects. This implies larger
core polarization due to particle-hole excitations and a
different character of core excitations in the N � Z and
N 	 Z regions of the Sn isotopic chain. To further inves-
tigate the variation and intrinsic ph structure of the polar-
ization charge in the pure neutron space, Ref. [2] included

a calculation with 90Zr as core with up to four-particle-
four-hole proton excitations (current computational limit).
In this way, one can reproduce the same trend as for the
100Sn core but with an effective charge for neutrons of 0:5e
and protons of 1:5e. These nonrenormalized charges are
discussed by, e.g., Bohr and Mottelson [18]. However, still
the enlarged calculations deviate from the new experimen-
tal data for lighter Sn isotopes. We note that the current
result indicates that further core-polarization effects may
be needed and/or a better effective interaction introduced.
Here the proton-neutron interaction plays an essential
role. In particular, the ��0g9=2�
��0g7=21d5=21d3=22s1=2�

monopoles, responsible for the evolution of the spectros-
copy between 91Zr and 101Sn, govern the evolution of the
proton Z � 50 gap with the neutron filling. These mono-
poles were fitted to reproduce the experimental spectra of
nuclei around A� 100. Here the ��0g9=2� 
 ��1h11=2�

monopole, in particular, suffer from experimental uncer-
tainties. In conclusion, we note the present experimental
result, using safe energy Coulomb excitation deviates from
current theoretical descriptions of the Z � 50 shell gap.
Further experiments investigating the reduced transition
probability of the corresponding states in lighter even-
even Sn isotopes are clearly of importance to further
illuminate this question.
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FIG. 3. Current status of measured B�E2� values for the first
2� state in even-even Sn isotopes. Note the shift in B�E2� in
114Sn as the g7=2 and d5=2 orbits start to dominate the configu-
ration. The �2, taken per degree of freedom, for the deviation
between the experimental values and the theoretical predications
for the mass number sequences A1 � f114; 112; 110; 108g, A2 �
f114; 112; 108g, and A3 � f114; 112; 110g is �2

1 � 1:6, �2
2 � 1:7,

and �2
3 � 1:9 for the 90Zr core. The corresponding values for the

100Sn core is �2
1 � 3:3, �2

2 � 4:2, and �2
3 � 4:4, respectively.

Consequently, due to the rather small error the current measure-
ment is statistically a more significant test of the deviation from
theory than the previous measurement of 108Sn.
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